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Conversations in comics as resources 
for obtaining new knowledge

�Comics represent the pop-culture of Japan.
�The characteristic of those is that 

conversations of characters drive stories.
�People can obtain new knowledge from conversations in 

real lives.
�The conversations in comics could be useful to acquire 

new knowledge.
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Definition: Knowledge explanation 
sentence (KES) in a conversation

� The conversations in comics 
contain various utterances.
�Some of them explain knowledge.

�We define the utterance sentence 
as a knowledge explanation 
sentence (KES).

� In the example, the sentences in the 
3rd balloon are KESs. He/she will 
know the word ``paper” also means 
an academic article. 
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Example of knowledge explanation 
sentences (KESs) in a conversation



If the KESs are extracted automatically, 
what can be realized?

�Supporting learning with comics
�People can obtain new knowledge by 

reading comics. It is very fun. 
�They can choose genres that they want 

to learn from topics of comics. 
�if they want medical knowledge, they can 

choose medical topic comics. 
�A list of comics for learning has been 

published. The list was made manually.  
(https://gakushumanga.jp/).
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Purpose and assumption of this research

�We propose an extraction method of the KESs from 
characters’ conversations in comics.

�We assume that the KESs include content words and 
expressions that are special for knowledge explanation.

�We verify the assumption by evaluation experiments.
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Outline of the proposed method
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Text of utterance sentences by characters

�The utterance sentences are extracted from speech 
balloons.

�A label is assigned to each utterance sentence to 
indicate whether or not it is a KES.

�The labelling is conducted manually.
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Averaged word vector of content words 
in an utterance sentence

� The content words 
are nouns, verbs 
and adjectives.

� fastText is used for 
embedding.

� The dimension is 
convoluted from 
300 to 59 in order to 
make the size of 
the two vectors 
same.
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Expression vector of an utterance 
sentence

�We assume that when knowledge is explained, people must 
use characteristic function words.
�Conjunctions, auxiliaries, and particles in Japanese

� The meanings of the function words should be related to 
knowledge explanation. 
� ``However” (conjunction) has a meaning of paradox.
� ``May” (auxiliary) has a meaning of guess.

�We use 12 meanings of conjunctions, 16 meanings of 
auxiliaries, and 31 meanings of particles.

� In total, the 59 dimensions vector is obtained for the expression 
vector.
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Training the combination vectors by SVM

�The averaged vector of content words and the expression 
vector are connected with being a combination vector.

�The combination vectors are trained by SVM.
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Combination vector
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Evaluation experiments

� We evaluated the accuracies, precisions, and recalls in extracting 
KESs from conversation texts in comics.

� Used method
1. Proposed method (averaged word vector of content words + expression 

vector trained by SVM)
2. Averaged word vector of content words trained by SVM
3. Expression vector trained by SVM

� Used comic data
� 5 comics
� 4,611 sentences
� 665 KESs
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Experimental results 

�The proposed method marked 0.80 accuracy, 0.77 
precision, and 0.88 recall, respectively.
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Discussion

� The KESs often contain 
technical terms (delivery, 
congenital rubella syndrome, 
vaccination, mother and child 
shelter, rubella, and womb).

� The averaged vector of 
content words could model the 
characteristic of technical 
terms, so obtained higher 
indices. 

� The proposed method marked 
the highest indices.  It means 
the combination is necessary to 
extract the KESs.
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Examples of extracted KESs.



Conclusions

�We propose an extraction method of knowledge explanation 
sentences from conversations in comics.

� The method represents each utterance as a combination 
vector of content words and expressions.

�Experimental results showed that the proposed method 
obtained 0.80 accuracy, 0.77 precision, and 0.88 recall, 
respectively.

�As the future work, we try to use the extracted KESs for 
recommending comics and supporting learning with comics. 
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以下補助
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Procedures of the proposed method

1. Given a text of utterance sentence by characters, the 
method divides each sentence into words.

2. Content words are extracted and represented as 
embedding vectors. Then, all embedding vectors are 
averaged to obtain an averaged word vector of an 
utterance sentence.

3. Function words are extracted to make an expression vector
of each utterance sentence. 

4. The two vectors are combined with being a combination 
vector.

5. The combination vectors are trained by SVM to extract the 
KESs. 
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Making datasets for learning

�The number of KESs were 665 while that of non-KESs were 
4,611.

� In order to prevent from overfitting, we made datasets 
that have almost the same numbers of KESs and non-KESs.
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